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Abstrat
Coherent synhrotron radiation (CSR) ours when short bunhes travel on
strongly bent trajetories. Its eets on high-quality beams an be severe and are
well understood qualitatively. For quantitative results, however, one has to rely
on numerial methods. There exist several simulation odes utilizing dierent
approahes. We desribe in some detail the ode TraFiC
4
developed at DESY
for design and analysis purposes, whih approahes the problem from rst prini-
ples and solves the equations of motion either perturbatively or self-onsistently.
We present some alulational results and omparison with experimental data.
Also, we give examples of how the ode an be used to design beamlines with
minimal emittane growth due to CSR.
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1 Introdution
1.1 Eets of Retarded Fields on a Bend
When short bunhes travel on bent trajetories, eletromagneti elds emitted by the tail
of the bunh may overtake the head, inuening the olletive behavior of the bunh. As
opposed to spae-harge eets, this eet is, for relativisti beams, ompletely due to ge-
ometry and thus independent of energy. On a bend with radius R, the ar length needed to
allow elds to ath up a distane σ is, to rst nontrivial order in L/R, LOT =
3
√
24σR2 [1℄.
The bunh then interats olletively with itself; this mehanism is ommonly referred to as
oherent synhrotron radiation (CSR).
The longitudinal eletri eld will ause the bunh to develop a longitudinal energy
gradient, whih will lead to a growth of the projeted emittane due to dispersion mismath,
as the energy gains and losses are indued in regions with non-vanishing dispersion. For Free-
Eletron Laser operation, the interesting quantity is the slie emittane, i. e., the emittane of
a longitudinally small sub-ensemble of the bunh. This quantity may also suer degradation,
as a slie an pik up an energy spread due to both the transversal and  in ase the slie tilts
due to the beamline geometry  longitudinal variation of the CSR elds. The transverse elds
will exert transverse kiks on the partiles, leading to both projeted and slie emittane
growth, although this eet is of less importane for the ases studied so far. The transverse
and longitudinal part of the CSR fore are intriately related to eah other, leading to a
anellation of part of the transverse fore by the eetive fore due to the energy hange
in dispersive regions [2, 3, 4℄. Using the usual textbook formulae for retarded elds, one
easily sees that, on a urved trajetory, the transverse eletri eld aused by aeleration
is ating instantaneously, while the longitudinal eld needs some build-up length (of the
order of LOT ) when entering or a bent region before reahing a steady-state value. The same
is true for the deay to 0 after leaving a bent region. Consequently, CSR eets are not
expeted to play a role if Lbends ≪ LOT . If Lbends ≫ LOT , the system an be treated using
analyti formulae derived for the steady-state ase[1℄. When evaluating systems in whih
LOT ≈ Lbends, steady-state formulae are of limited utility, as they disregard the transient
eets.
2 The Code TraFiC
4
A way to handle this diulty is a traking ode inorporating a eld alulation from
rst priniples, i. e., by numerially solving Maxwell's equations for a bunh of partiles
traveling through a given beamline. This an be done by using the method of retarded
elds. TraFiC
4
(standing for Traking partiles in the Fields of Continuous Charges in
Cartesian Coordinates) is a traking ode implementing this onept.
2
2.1 Cartesian Traking
The eets of CSR on the bunh desribed above are nonloal both temporally and spatially:
the equations of motion are integro-dierential equations. Thus, the history of the beam has
to be known to determine the elds ating on it. To store the history of eah partile, using
a global Cartesian oordinate system instead of the usual loal o-moving one is an obvious
hoie. Sine a omplete history is impossible to keep in memory, the problem is disretized.
The beamline is divided into slies; on eah slie, the relevant parameters of a partile
entering the slie are stored by a rst, maro-traking run. These ould, in priniple, just be
the usual six loal phasespae oordinates, whih are the omplete set of initial onditions for
the loal dierential equations of motion. Instead, we use as six independent parameters the
positional vetor q, the normalized tangential vetor e = d
ds
q(s), and the relativisti fator γ
(using the veloity vetor β would not make sense from a numerial point of view). We also
store the ar length s and time t traveled by the partile from the zero-point of the trajetory.
In these oordinates, the equations of motion read:
d
ds
(e, q, γ) =
(
1
γ−γ−1
F⊥, e, F‖
)
where
F = e
m
(βe×B +E) and F‖ = (F · e), F⊥ = F − F‖e. Eah slie ontains a referene
to the geometry and the parameters of the enompassing beamline element (suh as drift,
bend, and quad). If we are now to nd the parameters of a partile for a given time or ar
length, we an do so by a two-step proess: (1) The slie n in whih the partile is at that
t or s is found by a binary searh over the stored positions on the slies; (2) The partile
is miro-traked into the slie by an amount of t − tn, using the initial onditions stored
at the slie's entrane. By this ombination of storing and alulating trajetories, we are
able to eiently refer to the history of partiles in omputations to any desired preision.
For eieny reasons, the routine doing the miro-traking is ontrolled by a bit-eld telling
it whih parameters to output. E. g., the loal aeleration of a partile is not needed for
nding the retarded position of a partile, although it is needed for the eld alulation.
The usual phasespae-oordinates are regained by, for a given instant, nding t0 for whih
|p(t)−p
0
(t+ t0)| beomes minimal. p(t)−p0(t+ t0) then is deomposed with respet to the
loal dreibein tangential to p0(t + t0) whose (x, l)-plane oinides with the plane of motion
in the last preeding bend.
2.2 Field Calulation
Extended harged distributions are used to model the bunh generating the eld. One an
not use point partiles for this purpose: as it is known from the theory of synhrotron
radiation, a point partile on a trajetory of bending radius ρ generates a radiation pulse
of time width given by the ritial frequeny: τ ≈ 1
ωc
≈ ργ−3. If a one-dimensional bunh
of length σz was to be modeled by point partiles, one would need N ≈ σzρ γ3 partiles
and O(N2) operations when using a point-to-point algorithm. Instead, TraFiC4 traks the
entroids of smeared-out bunhlets; a smooth eld is generated by numerially integrating
over the distribution [5, 6℄ and summing up the elds generated by the bunhlets.
1- or 2-dimensional bunhes are smeared along their trajetory or along their trajetory
and perpendiular to the plane of motion, respetively. For the time being, one plane of
3
motion has to be speied; in this regard, TraFiC
4
is not fully 3-dimensional yet (a new
version of the eld alulation lifts this restrition[7℄). The harge distribution is Gaussian
in both diretions.
2.3 Shielding
The elds generated by the bunh an hange substantially when non-trivial boundary on-
ditions are present. TraFiC
4
an handle a very limited ase of shielding, namely that of
innitely extended ondutive parallel plates. The shielding eets are inorporated by
summing up the elds due to the image harges of the generating bunhlets up to a ertain
user-dened ut-o distane. As the trajetories of the test partiles annot ross the tra-
jetories of the images harges, no singularity will be enountered. Therefore, 1-dimensional
bunhlets an be used for the image harges, substantially saving CPU time.
2.4 Perturbative Traking
In most pratial instanes, one an assume that the hanges of a trajetory due to self-
fores is small as ompared to the harateristi dimensions (bending radii, foal lengths)
of the system. Thus, the elds generated by a bunh not aeted by its own eld will not
dier too muh from the elds generated by a bunh traveling under the inuene of its
self-generated elds. Consequently, we an nd an approximate solution of the problem by
(1) traking a bunh of partiles through the beamline, onsidering only the external guiding
elds and (2) traking a seond bunh with idential initial onditions, this by solving the
disretized version of 2.1 in the presene of the elds whih an be alulated by referring to
the unperturbed trajetory. The traked bunh need not be an exat opy of the generating
bunh. When alulating emittane dilutions for FEL appliations, one is interested in the
slie emittane of a slie about the length of the FEL slippage length. For this purposes,
a sampling bunh an be used. It onsists of point partiles, an have initial parameters
dierent from the generating bunh and does not ontribute to the eld alulation, but
samples only the elds generated by the higher-dimensional generating bunhlets.
2.5 Self-Consistent Traking
The approah desribed above will not work if the self-interation of the bunh will generate
signiant deviations from the unperturbed trajetory  e. g., a bunh in a ompressor hiane
might ollet a orrelated longitudinal energy spread of the same order of magnitude as the
one indued before the hiane. Then, the bunh length will not agree with the one generated
by unperturbed traking; onsequently, the alulated CSR elds and resulting phase spae
distributions will be inorret. As the problem is ausal, we an approximate a self-onsistent
solution in the following way: Two bunhes B0 and B1 with idential initial onditions are
reated. In turns, the bunhes are traked through the sequene of slies. While traking
bunh Bi through slie n, it is kiked by the elds generated by B1−i. The deviation of the
trajetories of B0,1 gives an estimate of the deviation from the self-onsistent solution; it an
diminished by rening the disretization of the beamline and the bunh population. When
4
using a separate sampling bunh with this approah, the average of the elds generated by
B0,1 is applied after they have been traked.
2.6 Bunhes
Bunhes onsist of partiles (0-dimensional harges) or bunhlets (1- or 2-dimensional harge
distributions). Partiles are used to sample eld distributions.
Three methods of beam population are implemented in TraFiC
4
: The bunhlets an
either be set on a regular lattie in six-dimensional phasespae, they an be distributed
quasi-randomly or pseudo-randomly. All three methods are based on a general module for
generating distributions with a given orrelation matrix σik = 〈xixk〉.The Cholesky deom-
position C, where CCT = Σ, is used to transform a normal-distributed vetor sequene into
one with given M . The vetor sequene an be generated by
1. enumerating a d-dimensional parallelepiped lattie
2. enumerating a d-dimensional Sobol sequene
3. generating d-tuples of Gaussian distributed pseudo-random numbers
Method (1) is used to generate the generating bunh, while (2) or (3) are used for the
sampling bunh. In the TraFiC
4
input le, the orrelation matrix is not given diretly,
but in its traditional form (assuming vanishing orrelations between transversal planes and
longitudinal plane), namely by speifying Twiss parameters α, β, ǫ for the transversal plane
and δincoherent, δcoherent, σz for the longitudinal plane.
2.7 Output Data
TraFiC
4
an provide the omplete information gathered in a run for further proessing: the
elds ating on eah point and the phasespae o-ordinates of eah partile. However, this
huge amount of data an be suppressed. TraFiC
4
also alulates the more useful olletive
quantities (rms values, average values, Twiss parameters, transfer matries, non-linear trans-
fer matries to 2nd order, hromatiities). The emittane is the usual statistial emittane;
also, the area of the onvex hull of the n-σ partiles is alulated. The data is written
in ASCII format into a single output le, from whih its parts (e.g., Twiss parameters vs.
beamline position) an be extrated with an inluded tool for easy post-proessing. For
identiation and debugging purposes, the omplete parameters of the run, inluding ver-
sion information on all modules, are written to the output le.
2.8 The Code
TraFiC
4
is written in FORTRAN77 (eld alulation) and ANSI C++ (traking, setup and
evaluation). It urrently omprises about 10 000 lines of soures text. Its objet-oriented
approah allows for easy augmentation by new types of elements. A symboli input language
with the possibility to dene beamline-valued funtions makes it easy to hek beamline
design alterations.
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Figure 1: Emittane measurements and simulation results for the CLIC Test Faility
3 Appliation Examples
3.1 The CTF2 Bunh Compressor
TraFiC
4
was used to simulate the emittane dilution in the CLIC Test Faility Bunh
Compressor[8℄, whih has been measured[9℄. Figure 1[9, 10℄ shows the results for ǫx,y and σz.
There is some underestimation of the emittane growth for bending angles left of the peak.
A ause of this might be the overestimation of the bunh length, whih might stem from
a non-Gaussian bunh in the experiment. On the other side of the peak, the experiment
shows a strongly deviating behavior in ǫx and ǫy. As ǫy also inreases, one may onlude that
other soures than CSR-indued dispersive mismath of emittane might be responsible for
that, suh as the proximity of the vauum hamber wall. However, the agreement is quite
reasonable, and the signature of the experimental result is learly reprodued.
3.2 LCLS Dogleg
Emittane growth indued by CSR and dispersion mismath is a highly orrelated proess.
This means that it an, in priniple, be undone: one an untangle the disturbed transverse
phasespae by applying to eah partile the opposite dispersive kik it suered at an earlier
stage[11℄. For an example, onsider the optis for a proposed dogleg injetor layout for the
LCLS[12℄. It is used to transport a 150MeV beam to a parallel oset tunnel through two
bends of ±38 deg. The bends are realised by four bending magnets, whih have signature
+1 + −2−, and some quadrupole hosen suh that the transfer matrix Tx,12 = 1. 2 shows
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Figure 2: Emittane growth ompensation along the proposed LCLS injetor dogleg
the transverse projeted emittane growth for this setup as alulated by TraFiC
4
; the 8%
growth after the rst bends is almost ompletely aneled between the last ones. This is
possible beause the bunh retains its length, so the elds have the same behavior in eah
bend. In bunh ompression hianes, however, one has to hose a dierent sheme. One
possibility is to use several hianes with an 1 or −1 transfer matrix between them and to
sale magnet lengths and dispersion aording to the expeted eld strengths.
3.3 TTF Bunh Compressor
Even in the absene of adjustable optial elements there is room for optimization in terms
of emittane. The TESLA Test Faility Bunh Compressor II[13℄ omprises four bending
magnets and no quadrupoles within the dispersive setion. Coherent synhrotron Radiation
is a serious issue given its parameter set [14, 15, 16℄ However, one an use three quadrupoles
upstream of the hiane to adjust the initial Twiss parameters. As the beam distortion
exhibits a non-linear behavior, this an be utilized to anel some of the indued kiks by
an appropriate hoie of transverse beam sizes and divergenes. (A purely linear behavior
would leave the emittane growth invariant under sympleti transformations of the initial
phasespae). Figure 3 shows the results of a parameter san of the initial Twiss parameters;
the dierenes in slie emittane strongly suggest operating the ompressor near the sweet
spot around α = 1.2, β = 15m
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Figure 3: Slie emittane growth in the TESLA Test Fa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tion of
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